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Dear Plum Committee and Honorable Councilmembers:

RE: CF-20-1024, ZA 2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WDI-1A, ENV 2016-4321-EIR

I've lived in Venice for 23 years and have seen many changes since I got here. And while I don't think Venice -
and especially Abbot Kinney -- have changed for the better in recent years, I do think that this project will be a 
positive thing for the neighborhood as it will provide a mix of uses, some much needed hotel capacity, and is 
the thoughtful result of local ownership that has been very sensitive to community input. This is not yet another 
chain business with no regard for the character of Venice; we have more than enough of those already. This is 
in fact the opposite and thus has my support as a long time local.

It’s time for the City to approve and move forward with The Venice Place Project. Please approve this project 
for the third time, deny all appeals and allow this project to become a reality in Venice.^

The project team has been exemplary in how it has moved through the process. First, after significant 
community input and resulting changes to the project, it was approved by the Land Use and Planning 
Committee of the Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC). Then the full VNC approved it. Next, after an 
Environmental Impact Report thoroughly analyzed the project’s impacts, it was approved by the City of Los 
Angeles Zoning Administrator, and finally by the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission.

Exercising Council authority to overturn the project’s multiple approvals that were made by overseeing city 
planners and decision makers is not in the best interests of the City or Venice. It interferes with the 
neighborhood decision-making process, disregards city regulations that were put in place for review of land use 
proposals, and doesn’t serve the interests of the broader community.

The project is fully consistent with the Venice Coastal Land Use Plan, the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan 
and the city zoning code. No general plan amendment, zone change, variance or exceptions are requested.

Over the past 8 years, the project team attended and hosted more than 25 community meetings. They worked 
with the LAPD and LAUSD to ensure community safety and security concerns were addressed. Along with the 
Venice Neighborhood Council, the project has earned the support of the Venice Chamber of Commerce, the 
Los Angeles Business Council and over 800 members of our community (the huge majority of whom live in 
Venice).

Like others, I believe Venice needs a new hotel. Each year, millions travel to see our beach town, and there are 
very few options in Venice that accommodate overnight visitors. Along with much needed hotel rooms, the 
project will provide a mix of uses including restaurants, shops, creative office space and generous communal 
open space that will benefit the Venice community.

The Project’s design is incredibly thoughtful. It preserves old buildings and mixes them with the new. It provides 
pathways and accessibility through the block, inviting the community into the space from all sides. The varied 
fagade and openness on Electric Avenue is a welcome contrast to the adjacent blocks of three story buildings 
that turn away from the street. With the new wide sidewalk, street trees, and beautiful design on Electric, it will 
be the nicest block of that street by far.

As the coronavirus affects all of us, responsible development and business support is needed now more than 
ever for the future of Venice. It is time to move forward with a project that will invest in the city, will create good, 
desperately needed jobs for local workers, will be an economic engine that helps local business survive and 
thrive, will generate tax revenue to the City, and will continue to be a good, responsible neighbor.

So why disregard this project’s significant, well-earned community support? Why interfere with the good
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planning practices that resulted in a thoughtfully designed, extensively vetted project which has been confirmed 
as appropriate at every step through the prescribed process? Please support this project and its 8 years of 
public participation and engagement.
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Sincerely,
Adam Kulakow 
aekulakow@gmail.com 
21 Outrigger Street 
Apartment D
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
United States
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